
 Bear and mouse images for 
the puppets (if you don’t 
have actual puppets)

 A soft bear and mouse 
puppet (optional)

 2 popsicle sticks (if using 
the paper puppets)

5–10 minutes

BIG BEAR, TINY MOUSE

Play the introductory game ‘Big Feet – Small Feet’: Say: Let’s go for a walk in the woods!  Model the actions, 
speak the words and encourage your child to copy you as you do this. Big feet went along a road (take long, 
heavy steps); Little feet went along a road (run on tiptoes, taking short, quick steps). Repeat as necessary.

Play the game ‘Big Bear and Tiny Mouse’, using the puppets in a ‘puppet theatre’:

The body: Say: Now we are in the woods. And here, in a little clearing, live two very good friends – a bear and a 
mouse (show the bear and mouse puppets). Talk to your child about the animals, emphasising the contrast in 
size: The bear is big and the mouse is tiny.

Now say: Look how big the bear is! Can you make yourself look like the big bear?  Show your child how to imitate 
the bear (standing up tall and arms form semi-circles on each side of the body). Repeat as necessary.

Then say: Look how tiny the mouse is! Can you make yourself look like the tiny mouse? Show your child how to 
imitate the mouse (crouching down with hands folded near the chest like the paws). Repeat as necessary.

The walk: Tell your child: Big bear goes for a walk. He walks with long, heavy steps. Show your child how to 
imitate the bear’s heavy footsteps, while repeating long, heavy steps in a deep, gruff voice. Ask your child: Can 
you copy big bear’s walk and voice?  Repeat several times.

Now tell your child: Tiny mouse also decided to go for a walk. She is walking on tiptoes with very quick steps.  
Show your child how to imitate the mouse’s short, quick footsteps, while repeating short, quick steps in a high, 
squeaky voice. Ask your child: Can you copy tiny mouse’s walk and voice?  Repeat several times.

Saying goodbye: To end the game, use the puppets to show your child how to use actions to say goodbye. Say: 
Bear and mouse want to go home now! Make the bear wave while saying in a low-pitched, growling voice: Big 
bear waves to say goodbye! Make the mouse nod while saying in a high-pitched, squeaky voice: Tiny mouse nods 
to say goodbye! 

Tell your child: Now let’s nod to say goodbye to tiny mouse and let’s wave to say goodbye to big bear!  If your 
child doesn’t wave or nod, say: Big bear is waiting because you haven’t waved goodbye yet! Tiny mouse is waiting 
because you haven’t nodded goodbye yet! If there is still no response ,say: OK, maybe next time!

Your child can make themselves ‘as big as a bear’ or ‘as tiny as a mouse’ on request. 
Your child can take long or short steps as appropriate.
Your child can nod or wave to say goodbye.

To develop techniques for representing contrasting animals through the expressive 
use of movement and use of personal space
To introduce greeting gestures
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For a ‘puppet theatre’, you 
could use the window of a 
play house, make a simple 

cardboard frame, or just lean 
a large board against a 

doorframe.
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Cut out each animal picture separately and glue each onto a popsicle stick.
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